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By John Patrick Shanley

Theatre Communications Group Inc.,U.S., United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Some of Shanley s sharpest comic writing in years. His
intense engagement with questions of religion and ethics remains distinctive and invigorating. --
Charles Isherwood, New York Times There s a deeper philosophical vein that the author mines,
allowing his language to acquire the heft and timbre of a serious moral debate.We taste bitterness,
but also much that is sweet. -- David Cote, TimeOut New York A postmodern morality play that s as
funny as it is bracing. -- Karen D Souza, San Jose Mercury News Concluding the Church and State
trilogy of plays that began with Doubt and Defiance, Storefront Church tells the story of a Bronx
Borough President who is forced by the mortgage crisis into a confrontation with a local minister.
Blending earthy humor and philosophical reflection, this compassionate morality tale is an
exploration of the often thorny relationship between spiritual experience and social action. John
Patrick Shanley is the author of numerous plays, including Doubt: A Parable (winner of the Pulitzer
Prize and Tony Award for Best Play), Outside Mullingar (Tony Award Nomination for Best Play),
Danny and the Deep...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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